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Abstract— The Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a document that defines and identifies the various services given by a service provider to
its clients. SLA specifies the various metrics such as service availability, service efficiency, service throughput, etc. The manual Service
Level Agreement is eliminated with the use of the middleware architecture which dynamically allocates the resources to the se rvices. The
middleware generates an SLA document ba sed on the u sage of the services which results in the popularity of the services. Our architecture
for SLA is implemented using the open source application server JBoss and using the Eclipse platform. JBoss is allowed to meet the
services of the applications it hosts i.e., to honor the SLAs of the applications. In this paper it is shown how to take advantage of the
middleware, the prototype of the middleware services using JBoss Application Server and implement such that the applications that
support will all be able to honour SLA.
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I. INTRO DUCTION
An agreement between the customer and the service
provider is known as the Serv ice Level Agreement (S LA).
This agreement was done manually before. The level of
service for this contract is altogether formally defined. The
main requirements of this SLA are service availability, service
efficiency and service throughput. There are many segments
that the SLAs include to address. Definit ion of services,
performance measurement, problem management, customer
duties, warranties, disaster recovery and termination of
agreement are some of them. All these segments are used to
maintain and help the improvement of the services provided
by the SLAs. To eliminate the manual process of the Service
Level Agreement middleware architecture is used. The
middleware arch itecture allocates the resources dynamically
to the various services available wh ich is called clustering.
The clustered resources are allocated only to the hosted
applications i.e. at the run time. There are number of nodes
available for the resources that are clustered. And they are
assigned to the various services accordingly for the hosted
application. The midd leware also load balances the requests
fro m the client ensuring that no particular node is overloaded
with many requests at a time. The midd leware also detects the
node failures fro m the cluster thus providing high availability
of the Application Server in a cluster. The midd leware
generates an SLA document based on the popularity of the
services provided. Our arch itecture for SLA is imp lemented
using the open source application server JBoss and using the
Eclipse platform. JBoss is allowed to meet the services of the
applications it hosts i.e., to honor the SLAs of the applications.
In this project taking advantage of the middleware and the
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prototype of the middleware services using JBoss Application
Server is implemented such that the applications that su pport
will all be able to honor SLA.
II. RELATED WORK
In Aggregation of Service Level Agreements in the Context
of Business Processes, there is a method defined as to how a
service provider can aggregate the SLAs of the individual
services within a business process into a single SLA [7]. The
future research was yet divided into three parts for future work.
They were to improve the existing aggregation algorithms by
including BPEL features left out in the current version, to
examine the runtime behavior o f d iffe rent process engines in
order to consider it during the aggregation, and to extend the
current approach for coping with mo re co mp lex message
exchange patterns. In the Role of Service Level Agreements in
Classified Advertisement Websites, the Serv ice Level
Agreements (SLAs) plays an important role for maintaining
the Quality of Service [6]. It helps for the improvement of the
level of services that are being offered. The level o f services is
offered for the service consumers for the validation of the
services that are received. But still it was just a work-inprogress and the authors were imp lementing the architecture
described there.
III. EXIS TING S YSTEM
The existing system of SLA enforcement for SOA
(Serv ice Oriented Architecture) Applications using a
middleware in figure 1.1(refer “Adaptive SLA En forcement
for SOA Applications using Middleware”[1]) dynamically
allocates the clustered resources to the services and generates
the SLA document based on the popularity of the services
deployed in the cluster. It allocates the resources to the hosted
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applications. It is done dynamically i.e. at the run time unlike
it was done before, manually. The existing system main ly
provides the middleware services to the Application Server.
And thereby enables the server for the understanding of the
service requirements of the applications that are hosted.

Figure 1.1
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system of SLA enforcement for SOA
Applications using the middleware arch itecture involves
dynamic resource management even when mu ltiple
applications are concurrently deployed in the server cluster. It
uses
“ALTERNATE
RESOURCES
ALLOCATOR”
dynamically to allocate resources for more nu mber of
Applications. The advantage of this system is that the
middleware is tested and found to be acquiring the SLA
driven resource provision based on the servers. Cluster
configuration is also done effectively to provide for the
demanded services made by the client. Hence the client is
always satisfied with since the service requirements are met
by the application server cluster.
The cluster configuration service configures the cluster at
the web service deployment time and possibly reconfigures
the cluster at the runtime. Since the change in the
configuration of one service will reflect the change for the
remain ing services of SLA parameters too, a logger service or
monitoring service is designed to maintain the details and the
history of the SLA specifications for each service deployed in
the cluster. Load Balancing Service balances the load of client
requests among the clustered nodes. It helps in avoiding
overloading any particular node or sending requests to nodes
which may not be available at the mo ment. The alternate
resource allocator is used to provide resources for all the
hosted applications based on the servers dynamically without
disappointing the client.
The new module is generated and its parameters should be
accurate for the reliability of the SLA. The SLA agreement
generating module must be available for the SLA generation
to be unhindered during the imp lementation of the services. In
case of a failure in a module it must have an alternative one to
further process the SLA. If the server is offline then an
alternative server must be provided for it to further function
properly.

Figure 1.2
A. What is an alternate resource allocator?
The “Alternate Resource Allocator” is the new module
which is included with this architecture to allocate the
resources to the hosted applications dynamically. The
advantage of this alternate resource allocator is it supports the
resources to be distributed for more than one application at a
time fro m a single server. It helps in allocating the resources
to the various applications accordingly. All the modules
included in this paper are described below.
B. Modules
1) SLA Generation & Monitoring: Whenever the
popularity of the services changes new cluster is formed and
SLA is generated. The SLA generator computes the
maximu m resources and the popularity factor to be allocated
for the services as it is seen in figure 1.3. The resources must
be optimally allocated for the services in the clustered.
Individual resource allocation depends on the resources that
have been allocated for other services in the cluster. So the
changes made in resource allocation of a particu lar service
will reflect changes in SLA parameters of other services. The
history of SLA specificat ions is maintained by a monitoring
service called logger service as seen in figure 1.4.
Modifications in SLA document leads to changes in cluster
configuration.

Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4
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2) Cluster Configuration Service: Cluster is configured
at deployment time of web services. Cluster reconfiguration
is done during run time. In itially cluster is formed using the
minimal set of available nodes; default SLA parameters are
used for this purpose as seen in figure 1.5. Reconfiguration
of clusters occurs under these conditions. Such as cluster
node failu re and replacement, spare node maintenance and
increased load on clusters. Nodes within the cluster may also
be released when needed. Resources which have been
allocated for the released node must be de-allocated and
added to the pool of spare nodes.

Figure 1.5
3) Load Balancing Service: Load balancing service
balances SOAP client request. The purpose of load balancing
services are avoiding overloading a node with more number
of services, helping high availability of resources, emu lates
client for making new request and uses Web Service
Definition Language (WSDL) fo r extracting technical
informat ion and creates SOAP requests to that web service.
Figure 1.6 shows how the load balancing service also allows
the cluster configuration service to update the changes.

Figure 1.7
V. CONCLUSION A ND FUTURE WORK
The existing load-balancing algorith ms are rep laced with
other adaptive load-balancing methods. They are aware of the
runtime load conditions of the node based on the applications
and the servers. In this the client will always be satisfied since
the main requirements of the client are met by the application
server cluster. The applicat ion server performance is enhanced
by the load balancing between the various servers of the
cluster.
The extension of the work can be to deploy the QoS
clustering mechanisms in emerging applicat ion areas such as
the Grid co mputing areas. Our future work will also include
adopting as many servers as it could for numerous
applications to be hosted at run time and to be clustered
dynamically without any constraints. Even mu ltip le server
crashes issues can be looked into for further investigation in
the future.
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